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As a clos i ng note you may wonder whether we see or
pay any attention to passing passenger boa~s: We do
see them; their number vari es with the calendar, almost
only a single boat in the wi nter but expanding to
almost a dozen on wa
summe r evenings. The large
cruise boats, the Acerican Queen and the Delta Queen,
come at best once or twice a year as part of a cruise
to Pittsburgh. They ove r apidly for river boats so
one must be prepared for the i r passages or you will
miss them. They d o histl e t o advertise their presence
but if I am not prepared in a dvance for their passage I
miss them. Their height and size comparison with other
river craft is great so they are a sight to behold.
I have tr i e d to share with you our spectacular
river view. It is so ewbat u nique because of our
generous site -- two subdivi sion lots thrown together.
While I was early ( ch lower cost) in acquiring the
site, I do th ink we are fortunate to enjoy it. The
probable acquis ition cost fo r it in 1997 would indicate
the real estate market accepts any judgement of view
value. Above a ll, be assured that if you will but look
there is always so ething to be seen on the Ohio.

BY JOVE

January 13. 19 97

Martin B. Macht

Jupiter is the Latin counterpart of the Greek
Jovis or Jove. He is Ro n but identical with Zeus.
He is also known as Lucretius, the light-giver.
On the Capitoline Hill in Rome, his oldest temple
is described b y Livy. His sacred tree, the oak, is
common to the worship of both Zeus and Jupiter.
Jupiter, the God, had the t i tle of Optimus
Maximus, the bes t and
e greatest.
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Jupiter, the fifth planet from the Sun and the
first sign-post of the outer solar system is the
largest of the planets and has a mass 3 1 8 times that of
Earth, a radius some 11 times that of Earth, and a
volume approximately 1400 times that of Earth. Its
size is sufficient to hold all the planets of the solar
system with plenty of room to spare. Despite this
size, its rotation time is only 9.92 hours, some 45,000
km/hour. It possesses a powerful magnetic field,
10,000 times that of earth, defining the strongest 'and
largest magnetosphere in the solar system. If it could
be seen from earth, it would appear larger than the
full moon.
Within this magnetosphere there i s a mini-soiar
system of satellites moving in Jupiter's gravitational
field-the large Galilean satellites, 10, Europa,
Ganymede, and Callisto, ranging in size from our moon
to the planet Mercury. There are also at least 12
smaller orbiting bodies.
These characteristics make Jupiter an invaluable
object,of study for insights into solar system
format 70n and magnetospheric behavior, and stellar
format~on.

Our ~nowledge of Jupiter and its environment
~~p~nde~ ~n a ~pectacular fashion with each set of
th~ ~o~a::~~;t~~si~r~:7~he Pdioneer in ~973 and 1974,
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promise to be a t' e of dramatic and exciting
discoveries fr om Galileo, a so l ar system wanderer that
has finally found its ho e i n t he planetary family.
On 7 December 1995, the Galileo spacecraft arrived
at Jupiter after two decades o f toil and a remarkable
6-year, 3.5-bill i on-km journe y through the solar
system. This long- a waited mi ssion to study Jupiter's
atmosphere, satellites, and magnetosphere has finally
begun. The 20 year s taken to r each this point make
Galileo the longest mission, f rom start (mission
approval) to beginning (arriva l at Jupiter), that NASA
has yet conducted . This paper is a perspective of the
mission in which I have been modestly involved over the
history of the project- and an event-filled history it
has been! Many d etails I have obtained from Dr. Donald
J. Williams who r e ceived his B.S., M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees from Ya l e . Be has been Director of NASA's
space environment laboratory and is a fellow of just
about every spac e board on thi s planet-and maybe some
others, for a ll I kno. He is my guru.

INTRODUCTION
During its 6-y e ar flight through interplanetary
space from Earth to Jupiter, Galileo conducted close
gravitational-ass i s t flybys at Venus (once) and at
Earth (twice), encountered two asteroids, photographed
the impact of Shoemake r-Levy c omet (SL9) fragments with
Jupiter's atmosphere , released a probe that entered the
Jovian atmosphere, received the data from that probe,
and entered into orb it about Jupiter. This long
journey, begun at launch on 18 October 1989, is but
part of the remarkab l e odyssey of Galileo during which
it has endured numerou s program delays, the nation's
worst space disaster , an ensuing lack of launch
capabil i ty, a brok e n antenna, a n d a recalcitrant tape
reco r der.
Despite this troubled history, the mission
has been an outs tanding success and is poised to
deliver many ins i g hts about that most fascinating of
solar system p l a n ets , Jupiter.
The miss~on is naced in honor of Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642), 1nventor of the tel escope and discoverer
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of Jupiter's four large moons (10, ~uropa, Ganymede"
and Callisto), now known as ~he.Ga171ean moons. APL s
involvement in the Galileo m1SS1on 1S thro~gh the
provision of a major instrument of the arb1ter, the
Energetic Particles Detector (EPD). The EPD, developed
jointly with Max Planck Institute for Aeronomy,
measures the energetic charged particle populations
throughout Jupiter's magnetosphere. The EPD continues
the APL contributions to Jovian magnetospheric research
begun with instruments on the Voyager (1&2) and Ulysses
(3) spacecraft.
I will now briefly describe the
mission, the journey to Jupiter, some results gathered
on the way, its arrival at Jupiter, and future
expectations.

THE MISSION
Jupiter, the fifth planet from the Sun and first
signpost of the outer solar system, is the target of
the Galileo mission (Fig. l).
It is located an average
d~stance of 5.2 AU from the Sun (lAU is the average
d1stance of Earth from the Sun, 150 million km) and
takes 11.9 Earth-years to complete one circuit around
the Sun. At its closest distance to Earth, the one-way
~ight t~avel time is 35 min.
A giant Gaseous planet,
~t conslsts of nearly 90% hydrogen, 10% helium and
traces of methane, ammonia, water, and other material.
It has a mass 318 times that of Earth, a radius some 11
times that of Earth (nearly 72,000 Km), and a volume
approximately 1400 times that of Earth. Its size is
sufficient to hold all the planets of the solar system
with plenty of room to spare. Despite this size, its
rotation time is 9.92 h, giving it the highest corotational velocity at its surface of any solar system
body, some 45,600 kID/h.
It possesses a powerful
magnetic field (10,000 times that of Earth), defining
the strongest and largest magnetosphere (that region of
space around a planet dominated by its magnetic field)
in the solar system.
In fact, the Jovian magnetosphere
is the solar system's largest physical object, and if
it could be seen from Earth, it would appear larger
than the full Moon. Within this ma,?netc;>spher 7 th;
mini-solar system of satellites mov1~g ln Juplte: s
gravitational field -- the large Galllean satellltes
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(10, Europa, Ganymede, and Ca ll isto, range in size from
our Moon to the planet Mercury) and there are - at least
12 smaller o rbit i ng bodies .

Our knowledge of Jupite r and its environment
expanded in a spectacular fashi on with each set of
flyby observations fro vario u s spacecraft: the
Pioneer (December 1973 and December 1974), the Voyager
(March 1979 and July 1979), and Ulysses in (February
1 992 ) space~raft. Thes e observations opened up a .
.
J ovian world that was not suspected -- the surrea11st1c
patterns in Jupiter's a osphere; the volcanic, icy,
and batt e r ed Galilean oons; and Jupiter's enormous and
magnificent magnetosphere. Ga l ileo will add to these
findings by prov i d ing the measurements that such flyby
missions cannot: detai l ed and up-close measurements of
Jupiter's atmosphere , agnetosphere, and satellites,
and the variations o f these measurements with time.
The mission has b e gun pursuing its objectives by
placing a probe into the Jovi a n atmosphere and
inserting the Galileo spacecraft into orbit around
Jupiter. The probe has provided the first in situ data
from Jupiter's atmosphere , and the orbiter will provide
the first extended-t ime h istories of atmospheric and
magnetospheric variat ions and several very close flybys
of the Galilean sate llites Europa, Ganymede, and
Callisto.
The Galileo spac e craft supports 12 scientific
instruments. The tota l ass of 2550 kg includes 925 kg
for propellant and 3 30 kg for t he probe. The two
radioisotopic thermoe lectric generators provided 570
watts of power at launch , as we l l as 485 watts at
Jupiter arrival more than 6 y ea rs later.
The spacecraft has a d u al -spin configuration,
where the entire port ion abov e the despun section spins
with a nominal rate o f 3 rp. Th is configuration
allows the magneto sph e ric i nstruments to obtain their
required angular cov e rage whi le simultaneously
permitting the i nstruments on the despun section to
look in fixed d i rect i o ns for extended periods. A
system of slip rings a nd rotary t ransformers provides
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It was launched at Kenne y
Space center.
The probe descent module supports 7 sci~ntific
instruments and was protected by a dece1erat10n module
thr ough the fiery plunge into Jupi~er's atmosphere. ,
After slowing down to a safe veloclty, the deceleratlon
covers were ejected, and the probe parachuted slowly
through the Jovian atmosphere as the prime probe data
were collected and transmitted to the orbiter as it
passed overhead at an altitude of nearly 215,00 km.
The Galileo project is managed as a combined
effort of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA's Ames,
the Hughes Space and Communications Company, and
Lockheed Martin which supplied the probe's heat shield.
THE JOURNEY TO JUPITER

~he launch of Galileo occurred on 18 October 1989,
the fl~th and last of a series of launch dates
establ1~hed for the program. Originally scheduled for
l~unch In J~nuary 1982, program delays resulted in a
fInal and fIrm launch day of May 1986. Had that launCh
date held, Ga1i1eo would have followed a direct path to
Jupiter, taking 31 months to reach its destination ,
arrIVIng In December 1988. Tragically, the Challenger
disaster occurred two launches before the Ga1ileo
scheduled liftoff and effectively shut down the
nation's civilian launch capabil ity for an extended
period.
Following the Challenger accident, the liquidfueled booster built to propel Galileo to Jupiter was
deemed to be too dangerous to carry in the spacecraft
and, although waiting for launch at the Kennedy Space
Center, was declared unusable in the shuttle. At this
point, there was no known way to send the Gali1eo
spacecraft to Jupiter -- the United states did not have
the thrust capacity for the job, and no other launch

..

.
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vehicle on Earth could do it.
(Rumors had the
spacecraft being sent to the National Air and Space
Museum!)
A remarkable so lution was then discovered.
It
entailed using the max '
available u.s. launch
capacity to get the Ga ileo spacecraft to Venus.
Although this plan wo~d send Galileo in the wrong
direction (toward t he SUn rather than away), it allowed
the trajectory experts at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
to use planetary gravitational assists to design
Galileo's flight path. Thus, they began to devise a
way of getting Gali leo to Jup iter. This game of
planetary ricochet resulted in the Venus-Earth-EarthGravitational-Assist (VEEGA) . It contains one
gravitational assist flyby of Venus (10 February 1990),
two of Earth (8 December 1990 and 8 December 1992), and
numerous scientific targets of opportunity. The
altitudes of these flybys were 14,400 km at Venus, 944
km at Earth-I, and 304 km at Earth-2.
The power of
such planetary flybys in developing interplanetary
trajectories is illustrated by the fact that the Earth1 flyby provided an energy boost roughly equivalent to
that obtained at launch. The price paid for this
seemingly low-cost method of obtaining extra launch
capacity is that the path flown took nearly 74 months,
compared with 31 months for the direct flight.
For Galileo, this new flight strategy raised
another concern, namely, the reliability of the
spacecraft and its instrumentation. To meet the
original final launch date of May 1987 (the flight
spacecraft was at Cape Canaveral being prepared for
launch at the time of the Challenger accident), flight
parts and s ystems were tested and assembled in 1984-85.
For a May 1986 launch and a December 1988 arrival, the
flight spacecraft would have been 4 to 5 years old.
However, for the new scenario with launch in October
1989 and arrival in December 1995, the Galileo
spacecraft would be ( and now is) 11 to 12 years old
when it began its planned ission. Would it last? To
date, the answer is a resounding yes!
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The Galileo orbiter will return thousands of
remote sensing observations of the Jovian a osphere
and the Galilean satellites and will provide a nearly
continuous measure of the magnetospheric environment
throughout the mission orbital tour.

PROBE RELEASE
Following in-flight electrica l tests of the probe
in March 1995 and again in July 1995, the probe was
released on 13 July 1995, some 430 illion miles from
Earth and 51 million miles from Jupiter.
It was
inserted into a passive ballistic trajectory lasting
for 147 days and culminating with its entry into the
Jovian atmosphere on 7 December 1995. The Galileo
spacecraft, after maneuvering into the precise entry
trajectory for the probe, oriented its spin axis to
align exactly in inertial space with the probe's entry
velocity vector. Just before release, the spacecraft
spun up to 10.5 rpm to provide the necessary spin
stability to the probe for its 5-month flight to
Jupiter.
with the probe successfully- released and on its
extended cruise to Jupiter, the Galileo spacecraft
faced another critical point in its mission, namely,
the first firing of its main engine for a trajectory
adjust maneuver. This adjustment was critical not only
to avoid having the Galileo orbiter follow the probe to
a fiery death in the Jovian atmosphere, but also to
position it to arrive precisely above the probe nearly
5 months later in order to receive the probe data
dur i ng its descent into the Jovian atmosphere. The 5min 3-s burn of the main engine on 27 July 1995
performed to within 1% of expectat ions. The Galileo
orb i ter would be hearing from the probe in
approximately 133 days.
ARRIVAL AT JUPITER

On the approach to Jupiter, fate again tested the
capability of the Galileo spacecra ft and project to
overcome major problems and setbacks. A tape recorder
anomaly occurred following a rewind co and issued just
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after the Galileo camera had finished taking a series
of pictures of Jupiter and its satellites. Once again,
the expertise of the proj ect team coupled with the
adaptability of the spacecraft led to recovery from
this anomaly. However, further restrictions were
required for the safe future operation of the mission;
the pictures of Jupiter with its satellites, already on
the tape, could not be played back, and no additional
pictures could be taken during the approach, during the
10 encounter and at the close passage to Jupiter.
New
and safe tap~ recorde r operations had to be identified
and tested by the time of the first satellite encounter
of Ganymede on 27 June 1996. Although the lack of
approach images and the loss of images during the close
encounter of Io were major disappointments, during its
nominal lifetime of 2 years, Galileo will provide
superb images of Jupiter and the satellites Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto at resolutions hundreds of times
improved over previous pictures.
Despite these tra atic events, both the Galileo
spacecraft and the probe continued toward their
historic rendezvous the Jupi ter. Their arrival was on
7 December 1995, 147 days after the probe release. A
timer set by the orbiter at the probe release turned on
the probe well outs ide the orb it of 10.
Several measurements of radiation belt particles
were made as the probe dropped toward the atmosphere.
The prime atmospheric measurements were made during the
"relay" interval. As the Galil eo spacecraft approached
its rendezvous point for reception of the probe's
signals, it first recorded data from the particles and
field instruments during the encounter with Io. After
recording data through the Io torus (a doughnut-shaped
region of gas around Jupiter f ormed by the volcanoes of
10) and at closest approach (9 00 kID), the spacecraft
pointed its probe relay antenna toward the expected
position of the probe and waited for the probe data to
arrive. More than 6 years of hard work and mounting
anxieties came to a glorious climax when Galileo
transmissions arrived at Earth (52 min after the fact
because of the one-way light trave l time at that
distance), signaling the successful receipt of probe
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data at the spacecraft. The Galileo project had
completed the first-ever penetration of the Jovian
atmosphere by scientific probe.
Because of Jupiter's tremendous gravitational
pull, the probe approached Jupiter's atmosphere at a
speed of nearly 171,000 km/h. During the first 2 min
of its descent, the probe heat shield experienced
temperature twice as high as the Sun's surface and
deceleration forces of 230 g's while being slowed down
by this exotic atmosphere. The precision of the probe
trajectory set by the Galileo spacecraft 147 days
earlier was such that its entry flight-path angle could
not vary by more than 1.6 degrees of nominal;
otherwise, the probe would have either glanced off the
atmosphere or would have been destroyed by aerodynamic
forces due to a steeper entry angle.
Having spent well over half of its mass protecting
the probe, the forward heat shield was released when
the probe reached a speed of 3000 km/h. Then, with the
probe's parachutes deployed, the radio link to the
Galileo spacecraft was established and data
transmission began. Transmission lasted for 57.6 min,
terminating at an atmospheric depth of 23 bar (1 bar is
the surface atmospheric pressure at Earth) and a
temperature above 150 degrees C. The ultimate fate of
the probe was to be vaporized by the extreme
temperatures deep within Jupiter's interior and thus
itself became a part of Jupiter's atmosphere.
POST-ARRIVAL

Shortly after Galileo received and stored the
probe data, another critical maneuver had to be
execut 7d, namely~ a long burn of the main engine that
w~uld.I~sert GalIleo into orbit about Jupiter.
The 49mIn fIrIng wen~ as scheduled, and the Galileo
s~acecraf~ ~f~lcial~y became the Galileo orbiter, the
fIrst art~fIcIal obJect ever to join Jupiter's family
of satellItes .
. , ,Most o~ the time of the nearly 7- month -long
Inltlal orbIt has been taken up with transmitting the
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probe data, testing the tape re~order for t~e new
mission mode requirements, load~ ng and test~ng the new
software , transmitting the data taken at the 10
,
encounter , and preparing for the first encounte~ ~1th
rb1t ~
Ganymede on 27 June 1996. Near apogee (the 0th
,
.
ab
J
iter) on 14 Karch 1996,
e ma~n
h~g~ p01nt f~~~ f~~ the third and last time to raise
eng1ne was •
. t (
, e) out of
the altitude of the orbit's low po~n
per~ge
Jupiter's intense radiation belt.
using the same gravitational ass~st te~hnique that
propelled Galileo to Jupiter, ~he orb1ter - w~1~ now use
the Galilean satellites of J~p~ ter to ac~ompl~sh the
orbital tour of Jupiter. Th~s tour prov~des 10 close
encounters with the sate llites Europa, Ganymede, and
Callisto: the closest approaches will be aS,low as 300
km many hundreds of ti es closer than prevlous flybys.
Eu~opa, a smooth, billiard ball-like moon, iS,thought
to have a shift ing icy surface some 100 km th1Ck. The
lines of the surface are thought to be cracks and
measure up to several thousand kilometers long and up
200 to 300 km side.
The Galileo orbiter will fly over
the surface of Europa at a distance equivalent to the
width of the cracks. By compari ng the Galileo flyby
distance to the ~om~nal Voyager dista~ce of greater
than 80,000 km, ~t 1S clear that the 1mprovement in
resolution will be huge (many factors of 100) and will
reveal sites yet unimag inable.
SIGHTS ALONG THE WAY

The instruments onboard Gali leo have recorded many
wondrous sights and new discoveri es during the more
than 6-year journey to Jupiter.

Venus
Less than 4 months after launch, the Galileo
spacecraft encountered Venus on 10 February 1993 for
the first of its three gravitational assists to Jupiter
using instruction sequences provided earlier in the
flight, Galileo obtaLned a variety of measurements
pertaining to Venus' a osphere and environment. These
data were recorded on the tape recorder, and because of
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the low available data rates hade for protection, they
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d behind a suns
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remalned stowe .
Earth unt il avallable data
o
were not transmltted tb . November 1990, so e 9
rates allowed them to e ln
months later.
Earth-l
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8 December 199 0 for
Ga1ileo encountered Ea~ ~~onal assists. The
the second of its th~ee gravlta .
counter was 960
closest-approach a1tltude for thlS 7n
,
kID, and i t added 18,600 km/h to Gal 7leo s sP7ed
relative to the Sun. This gravitatl0nal ass 1st also
redirected Galileo's trajectory to encounter the
asteroid Gaspra in october 1991 and Earth in December
1992. During the several days before and after the
encounter, the spacecraft gathered much data about our
planet, our Moon, and our magnetosphere. These data
provided new insights of Earth's environment, a view of
Earth from the perspective of an interplanetary
explorer, and in-flight calibrat ions of the instruments
in a known environment that complemented and extended
ground calibrations.
Galileo's flyby of Earth represents the first
planetary-type encounter of our planet with a
satellite. In fact, arriving here after passing by
Venus makes Galileo the first confirmed interplanetary
visitor to Earth! Comparing what is known about Earth
with the interpretations of what was measured during
this flyby provided Galileo scientists with a valuable
evaluation of their planetary flyby interpretation
methods. The measurements verified Earth's ma ss,
diameter, composition, magnetic field, aurorae,
magnetosphere, and atmospheric composition.
In a
different vein, Galileo's detect ion of oxygen, carbon
dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and their relative
~bundances, along with unusual radio signals, strongly
lndicated the presence of biological life on Earth.
However, these observations did leave open the question
of intelligent life.
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Gaspra
continu ing its jo
ey, Galileo was now on a
course toward the first c ose spacecraft encounter with
an asteroid, the asteroid 951 Gaspra. Gaspra is an
irregular body with '
ions of about 19 x 12 x 11 kID
and rotates countercloc i se every 7 h around the north
pole.
Bartb-2

Following the Gaspra rendezvous, Galileo proceeded
toward its th ird and as gravitational assist, the
second Earth encounter.
i s final gravitational boost
placed Galileo on a direct course to Jupiter with a
close passage of the asteroid 243 Ida. On approach to
Earth, images of Gaspra stored on the tape recorder for
the past year were tran ' tted to Earth, and a second
set of detailed Earth observations was gathered by the
Galileo instruments. These data , together with data
from the Earth-1 passage, ave provided a unique and
valuable archive of Earth environment data that
continue to ~e stUd i~d. On 16 December 1992, its long
far7well.end~ng, Ga l~~eo sent Earth a last parting look
at lts blrthplace as lt
an the last leg of its epoch
journey to Jupiter.
Ida
Galileo was now beaded toward its predestined
meeting with Ida before its arrival at Jupiter. The
encounter with Ida occurr
on 28 August 1993 and
provided Galileo wi th ano er discovery, the first full
picture of asteroid 243 Ida and its previously unknown
and unexpected companion, a
all natural moon. This
is the first conclus ive e vidence that natural
satellites of astero ids exist. The portrait, taken at
a range of 10,500 km. s ho s Ida to be a heavily
created, irregularly shaped object some 56 km. long.
The satellite, subsequent y n ed Dactyl by the
International Astrono ical nion, is 1.6 kID. in
diameter and approx imately 100 km. from the center of
Ida.
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Shoemaker-Levy 9
As if to make up for all the trials and
tribulations suffered by Galileo , Mother Nature staged
one of the most dramatic events ever witnessed in the
solar system -- the impact of the Shoemaker-Levy 9
(SL9) comet train with the atmosphere of Jupiter.
Earth-based telescopes and the Hubble Space Telescope
captured spectacular pictures of the aftermath of the
impact. Analyses of these pictures were p ubli shed.
Because the impact site was on the far side of Jupiter,
the telescopes were unable to view it directly.
Galileo, however, was in a position to view the impact
site directly and contributed significant data on the
impact.
END OP JOURNEY, BEGINNING OF KISSION
Galileo arrived at Jupiter on 7 December 1995,
having compelted its adventurous tour of the inner
solar system.
Each visit on the tour provided not only
an excellent set of pictures, but also new discoveries
about these guideposts along the way to Jupiter.
In
keeping with the long string of new findings, the probe
descent into the Jovian atmosphere and the insertion of
the Galileo spacecraft into orbit around Jupiter have
been unqualified successes. The Galileo mission has
begun and to date has exceeded early expectations.
Results from the probe make it necessary to
revisit all of our ideas on the formation and evolution
of the giant gaseous plants of the outer solar system.
The measurements of elemental and molecular abundances
• d ve 1 oC1t1es,
• "
,
W1n
atmospher1c temperatures, cloud
characteristics, and electrical storms give a much
different picture of Jupiter than had been expected.
The ratio,of helium to hydrogen by mass was found
to be 24%, baSIcally the same as the Sun implying that
the amount of helium in Jupiter's atmosphere remains at
th7 lev 7 1 gathered by Jupiter as it formed from the
pr1mord1al solar nebula. This finding indicates that
the.gra~itational settling of helium into the depths of
JupIter s atmosphere has proceeded at a much slower
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p~ce than on Saturn,

h ere the ratio is about 6%
'
~~fference st rong y suggests that J
't '
,
" Th~s
much hotter than Saturn' s th
up~ er s lnterlor ~s
the solar syst
It
'
e,next-largest planet in
ay requlre a revision of the
eXl~tlng estlm~tes for the size of the rock core
belleved to eXlst at Jupi ter's center.
I

I

"

The probe

easured winds far strong than expected
The
perslstence of wlnd speeds of up to 700 km/h to far
below the one clou~ layer,detected strongly suggests
that heat from Juplter' s ~nterior drives the wi d
rather than solar heating.
n s,
thro~ghout its d 7scent into the Jovian atmosphere.

Much less water was measured than expected. From
probe measurements, the amount of water in the Jovian
atmosphere is about one-fifth of that in the solar
atmosphere, based on the Sun's oxygen-to-hydrogen
ratio. Earlier observations from the Voyager
spacecraft and estimates derived from the atmospheric
response to the SL9 impact led to the conclusion that
Jupiter's water content was up to 10 times that of the
Sun's.
consistent with the results indicating that
Jupiter is a much drier place than previously thought
was the obse rvation of only one tenuous cloud layer
where three distinct layers were predicted. Probe
instruments also detected only one-tenth of the
lightning activity per unit area found on Earth,
although the individual events were roughly 10 times as
energetic as those on Earth .
These res ults indicate that the probe entered a
dry, hot spot in the Jovian atmosphere. They are
consistent with extensive Earth-based observations of
Jupiter and the probe entry s i te made shortly before
probe arrival. They have also provided plentiful
material for new ins ights regarding planetary, solar,
and stellar evolut ion.
Data gathe ring from the probe has been completed,
and data gathering from the orbiter has just begun.
The first orbiter data transmitted to Earth were the
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data recorded during the close passage of 10. Results
of the radio science celestial mechanics experiment
show that 10 has a metallic core ( ost likely iron and
iron sulfide) about 900 m. in radius and surrounded by
partially molten rock and crust . Early results from
the magnetometer experiment show a large (nearly 40%)
decrease in Jupiter's magnetic field associated with
the 10 closest approach. This findings has been
interpreted by the magnetometer team as indicative of
an intrinsic Ionian magnetic field , consistent with the
newly discovered iron core of that oon.
If the
detailed data transmitted from the tape recorde r
sustain this interpretation, 10 will be the only third
solid body in the solar system, in addition to Earth
and Mercury, that has an intri nsic magnetic fiel d.
The recorded data provide a cross-sectional
measurement through the 10 torus, a doughnut-shaped
ring of neutral and ionized gas around Jupiter created
by the volcanoes of 10 (Fig. 19). Galileo's passage by
10 at an altitude of 900 km. allowed a detailed measure
of the interaction of this dynamic satel lite with the
Jovian magnetosphere and its particle populations.
Because 10 is a major source of particles for the
Jovian magnetosphere, these observations are crucial to
understanding the behavior of this protostellar system.
Data from atmospheric observations, satellite
encounters, and the orbital tour began to arrive
rout~nely during ~une-July 1996.
The next few years
prom~se to be a t~me of dramatic and exciting
discoveries from Galileo, a solar system wanderer that
has finally found its home in the planetary family.

